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Abst rac t - - In  the present paper, we give sufficient conditions in order to establish the exten- 
sion of the strong asymptotics up to the boundary and inside the unit disk for Sobolev orthogonal 
polynomials. 
We consider the following Sobolev inner product on the unit circle: 
= 
.;0 
Z =e iO , 
with tt0 a finite positive Borel measure on [0, 2~r] and /xl a measure in the Szeg6's class. On the 
assumption that the Carath4odory function of #0 and the Szeg6 function of tO have analytic extension, 
we prove that the asymptotic formula holds true outside the disk and it can be extended inside the 
disk. @ 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -Or thogona l  polynomials, Sobolev inner products, Measures on the unit circle, Szeg6 
function, Carath6odory function. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the present paper, we study the behavior of the orthogonal polynomials {q~n} with respect to 
a Sobolev inner product of the following type: 
fo  2~ ~o ~ f ,  ( f (z ) ,9 (z ) )~ = f (e~°)9(e~°)d#o(O)+ (e i° )g ' (e i° )dp l (O) ,  z = e ~°, (1) 
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with #o and #1 finite positive Borel measures on [0, 2re]. Indeed, we determine sufficient conditions 
for it0 and #1 in order that the strong asymptotic formula for the Sobolev orthogonal polynomials 
holds true outside the unit disk and it can be extended up to the boundary and inside the disk. 
The strong asymptotic fornmla has been proved in [1] outside the disk for measures #0 and 1'1 
belonging to Szeg6's class. 
In [2], the same result has been obtained with weaker conditions on #o and a bit more required 
on measure it1. That  is, it has been assumed that It0 is a Borel positive measure and #1 is 
absolutely continuous with respect o the Lebesgue measure and its Radon-Nikodym derivative 
is positive and smooth. With respect to the possible extension of the asymptotics up to the 
boundary and inside the disk, in [2] it is pointed out that perhaps more restrictive conditions 
on measure lZ0 are needed. Two examples for which the asymptotic formula cannot be extended 
are given. In both cases, >i is the Lebesgue measure and/zo is a Dirac delta measure in the first 
case, and #o is in the SzegS's class in the second case. 
For this situation, that is, when >1 is the Lebesgue measure, we have solved the problem in [3] 
by proving the following result. If the Carath6odory function of It0 has analytic extension outside 
the unit disk, then the asymptotic formula can be extended inside the disk. 
Since the techniques used in [3] are closely related with the second measure, and therefore, are 
not generalized in an easy way, now we study the general case proceeding in a different way. 
In the present paper, we assume that #0 is a finite positive Borel measure on [0, 2re] such that 
its Carath6odory function F has analytic extension up to Izl < 1/ro with r0 < 1, that is, F c H 
= ~ oo (Izl < l / r0) .  We recall that F is defined by F(z) co + ~k=l  ~ zk, with c~. the k th moment 
given by ck = j~  e ~k° &to(O). Then, it is clear that l imsup ~ = r0 and #0 is absolutely 
continuous with respect o the Lebesgue measure. We also assume that >1 is in the Szeg6's class 
with Szeg6 function 11 having analytic extension up to Izl < 1/rl with r l  < 1. Recall that the 
Szeg5 function FI(z)/II(O) = 1 + ~k=0 Ak~ is defined for [z I < 1 by 
( 1 ffo2~ei°+Zl°g(lq(O))dO ) "  I I(z) =exp -~ e /° -z  
Under these hypotheses, we prove the following main result. 
THEOREM 1. Let {¢n} be the sequence of monic Sobolev orthogonal polynomials with respect 
to the inner product (1), with the measures #o and itl satisfying that F E H (tzl < l / r0) ,  and 
II C H (Iz] < 1/r l ) ,  with r0, r l  < 1. Then 
l i ra Cn(z )  _ H(1 /z )  
~ ~ n(O) 
uniformly on compact subsets of Iz[ > p = max{v0, r l  }. 
2. PROPERTIES  OF THE ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS  
WITH RESPECT TO /t I AND THEIR  PR IMIT IVES 
In this section, we obtain results connected with the measure #1 that we suppose is a finite 
positive Borel measure satisfying the SzegS's condition. If we denote by {¢5~} the M.O.P.S. (Pl), 
we know that limn~oo HOnll~ = re(p1) > 0 (see [4]). We also assume that its Szeg5 function 
1E(z)/rI(o) = 1 + y~,k°°=1-ATz k has analytic extension up to Izl < 1/rl with r l  < 1, which is 
equivalent to lira ~/l~bn(0)l = r l .  In this situation, it is known that the coefficients of the orthog- 
onal polynomials {¢5n} are uniformly bounded and it holds lim . . . .  ¢,~(z)/z ~ = H(1/z)/II(O) 
uniformly on compact subsets of Izl > r l  (see [5]). 
Next, we improve the result concerning the uniform boundedness of the coefficients of the 
polynomials {~bn}. For simplicity, we write ~bn = Y~-~=0 a,~,k zk with a,~.~ = 1. 
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PROPOSITION 1. Given t:ll such that rl < R1 < 1, there exist C1 > 0 and a positive integer N1 
such that for any integer k >_ 0 and n _> N1, 
lan,k[ < C1R~ -k. (2) 
PROOF. Identifying coefficients in the recurrence relation satisfied by {¢,~} (see [4]), we have 
an,k = an-  l , k -1  + an ,oan-  l ,n -  l - k .  (3) 
If we take into account that the coefficients of {¢n} are uniformly bounded by 3I¢ and 
lim ~ = r l ,  which implies that ]a~,0l < R~ for n _> N~, it follows from (3), 
]an+l,1[ = {a,~,o + a~+~,oa~7~-l] < R~ ~ (1 + ~I(b/~1) : R~ZSl, 
for n _> N1. 
Proceeding by induction, if we assume that lan+k,k[ ~_ R~Kk for n > N1 and k > 1, we get 
[an+l+k,k+ll = ]an+k,k + a,~+~+l,oa~+k.n-f] <_ R~ Kk + R~+~'+I M¢ 
= R? (Kk + RI +IM,) = 
for n > N1 and k > 1. 
Let us take C = 1 + Me ~k=l  R~; then [a~+k,kl _< R~C for n > N1 and k > 0. 
Since the sequences {a~,n-N,+l} . . . .  , {an,n-I}, {a~,~} can be considered bounded in the fol- 
lowing way: ]a .... -N,+I]  --< DRN~- I , . . . , ]a  . . . .  1[ <_ RID,  ]a .... ] < D with an appropriate D; if 
we take C1 = max{C, D}, we obtain the result. | 
Now we introduce the normalized primitives of the orthogonal polynomials by ~b~(z) = 
~2=l (n /k )an_ l ,k_ l z  k. For simplicity, we denote b~,k = (n/k)a,~-l,k-~. Next, we obtain a 
result concerning the boundedness of these coefficients. 
PROPOSITION 2. 
(i) Given R2 such that rl < R2 < 1, there exist C2 > 0 and a positive integer N2 s~wh that 
for any integer k >_ 0 and n > N2, 
C R n-k ]b~,k l< ~ 2 • 
(ii) There exists Me > 0 such that [bn,k[ < MW for all 0 < k < n. 
PROOF. 
(i) Let R2 be such that r l  < R2 < 1 and let us take R1 with r l  < R1 < R2. Then there 
exists a positive integer M2 such that nR~/2 < R'2 ~/2 for every n >_ M> 
From Proposit ion 1, we have that there exist C1 > 0 and a positive integer N1 such 
that [a~,k[ < C1R~ -k for any integer k > 0 and n _> N1- Hence, if n - 1 > max{N~, M2}, 
then for k > n/2 it holds 
n 
]bn,k] = ~lan- l ,k -x[  < 2C1R~ -k, 
and for k < n/2, Ibn,k[ ~ nC1R~ -k 
max{N1, hi2}, then (i) holds. 
(ii) It is straightforward from (i). 
n-k  < C1R 2 . If we choose C2 = 2C1 and N2 = 
| 
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PROPOSITION 3. I t  holds that limn~oo ~bn(Z)/Z n = U(1/z ) / I I (O)  umTormly o1~ compact  subsets 
or Izl > ri. 
PaOOF. Since limn--+oo Cn- i ( z ) / z  n-1 = U(1/z ) /H(O)  uniformly on compact subsets of Izl > r l ,  
it sumces to prove that l imn_~o(~b~(z)/z ~ - ¢~_ l (Z) /Z  ~-1) = 0 uniformly on compact subsets of 
I< > ~1. 
Let us consider a compact subset K of Izl > r, .  If r = min~eK Iz[, let us take R~ such that 
r l  <R i  <r .  
For z E K,  we expand 
~)n(Z) Cn- - ,  (Z) Tt k-n h:-n n - k 1 
Z n zn_l = -£an-, ,k- lZ -- Ean- l ,k - lZ  = ~ '~- -an- , ,k - l~  
k=l  k=,  k=l  
From Proposit ion 1, we know that there exist C 1 > 0 and a positive integer N1 satisfying that 
fan,k] < C1R]  -k  for any integer k >_ 0 and n > N1. On the other hand, for a fixed e > 0 we 
take M such that ( rC , / r  - R1) (R , / r )  M+' < e/3 and we also choose N2 such that for n > N2, 
the following inequalities are true: 
1 +- . .+  - -  <-  and n 2 <- .  
n r~ 3 r - R, 3 
Then for n > max{2(M + 2), N, + 1, N2} and z E K,  we have 
Zn-1 I _ 
n -k  i 
an- ',k- l z-TZ-£-k 
k=n- M 
n-M-,~_~ rt- k an-"k-'z'~-kl + 
k + k=E[n/2]+, Eke__/121 n - k i Ta~-  l ,k- ,  z-g:g_k 
with 
k=n-~4 
k =.hE n~/:]'+ 1 -
n--kan_l,k_lznl_k Me I(n 1 1) ~%1 k <~1' +"+n <5' 
n-k  1 1 
k < E <C'  E 
k=E[n/2]+ , k=E[n/2]+ , 
rC 1 (~) l t , f÷ ,  
< r---~11 < 5'  and 
an- - l 'k - - l~ E[rt/2] (12~1~n_ k E[n/21 Q__~_)n--k n-k  1 
-Z -  < ~2 ,~c, \~7;  -< Z ,,c, 
k=l  k=,  
nCl r  n-E[,~/2] nCl r  , f_ 
< ~ --:-N~ -<; - -E  - -  <5 
Hence, the result is proved. 
COROLLARY 1. There exists C3 > 0 such that for every integer n > O, it holds IIG, II,o < C3. 
PROOF. From Proposit ion 3, 
lira ~2z!Z) H(1/z ) io  = lim f2~ G~(z) H(1/z)  2 
,~-~ ~ ~-~oo Jo 7 n(o) d,o(0) = o, 
Z = eio; 
that is, 
Therefore, 
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l i rn Cn(z) - z n~(1 /z )  = O. 
n(o) ,o 
~(!/z) 
- n(o) .o 
3. THE SOBOLEV ORTHOGONAL POLYNOMIALS  
PROPOSITION a. Let {Pn} be the M.O.P.S. (~o), {¢, J  be the M.O.P.S. (~1), ~nd {5~} be the 
M.O.P.S. ( ( , ) J .  Then 
(i) IIP.ll.o _< I1¢~11.o -< I1~11.o. 
(ii) 0 _< II~;'nll~, ~ 2 - n I [¢n -1]1 . , _< II~nll2.o - II~;nll,5o. 
PROOF. Applying the minimal property of the norm of the orthogonal polynomials, we get 
IIPnlI.o +n2llCn-~ll2.1 -< q;,~ + = ~;. -< II'~nll~ 
o 
= +n l ien - I l l . ,  --< II~nll.o + G ,1, 
from which it follows (i) and (ii). I 
PROPOSITION 5. I f  we write 
n- -1  
~,,(z) : ¢~(z) + ~ ~,, ,k~(z) ,  (4) 
k=0 
then there exists C4 > 0 such that for every integer n > 0, it holds that 
I~,~l < __C4 for 1 < k < n - 1 and I~01 < C4. (5) 
- -  k2 ,  
PROOF. Since for k < n, 
then  
L~,.kl - < 
Now, taking into account hat k2m(pt )  <_ k211¢k_lH~l < IIq;kll~, and applying Corollary 1 and 
Proposition 4(i), we have the result. II 
Next we see that the coefficients of the Sobolev orthogonal polynomials are uniformly bounded. 
PROPOSITION 6. itf~n(Z) = ~-~i~.=0 An,kZ k with A,~,n = 1, then there exists 1~4 S > 0 such that for 
every n > 0 and k ~_ 0, 
]An,k[ <_ M& 
PROOF. Let us consider a fixed integer n _> 0, and J = max({M~} U {A,,,k : 0 < k < m < n}). 
n ~ Since Cn+l(Z) = G~+l(z) + }-~k=0 an+l,kCk(z), if we use relations (4) and (5), we have 
[1 1 ] 
]An+l ,k l<_M~+C4 ~-~+. . .+~-7+1 J=S .  
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In the next step, Cn+2(z) = ~bn+2(z) + E2+o ~n+2,kCk(Z), and we obtain 
IAn+2,kl<iYIv~+ (n+l)------~+C4 ~-g+. . .+~-~+l  J=S  I+  (n+l )2  . 
Then proceeding by induction, we deduce that  for every p, 
( ) , IAn+, ,k l<S 1+(n+1)--------- ~ .- .  1+(n+p_1)2  <SH l+( r  ~ 
k=l  
Next we improve the result  obta ined in (5). In order to do that,  now we use that  the measure P0 
satisfies that  l im ~ = r0 < 1 where c,~ = (z ~, 1>~ o. 
PROPOSITION 7. Let p be p = max{r0 , r l} .  For each R1 such that p < R1 < 1, there exist E > 0 
and an integer H > 0 such that 
Jan,k[ <E , fo rn -k>H and [am0 I<ER~,  fo rn>H.  (6) 
PROOF. Let  us take R such that  p < R < R1. From Propos i t ion 2, we get that  Ib,~.kl < C2R n-k 
for every k > 0 and n > N> On the other hand, we also have that  there exists an integer h > 0 
such that  for n _> h, [c~[ < R n, and Ic~[ _< 1 for 0 < n < h - 1. Therefore, tak ing an appropr ia te  
constant  Ca, we can state  that  tb~,kl < C5R n-k for every 0 < k < n and [c,~l < CsR '~ for every n. 
Next,  we prove that  there exists C6 > 0 and an integer H _> 0 such that  
( ¢k, ~bn > s < C6R~ -k, for n - k > H, 
j= -k+l  
< 
0 r~--k 
j= -k+l  k=l  
0 n -k  n -k  
E ~,~-,-k + E ~'~o~-'-~ <,@,~o-k + E ~>,~-k 
2=-k+1 k=l  k=l  
- 1 ~ Rn-k + C~(n - ~)R °-~. 
Since there exists an integer H I  >_ 0 such that 1/(1 - R) < n - k i f  n - k > H1, then 
l (zk, ~)s l  < ca(n  - k )R  ~-~ + C~(~ - k )R  n-k = C(n - k)R ~-k. 
Now, if we take an integer H > 0 such that  (n - k)R n-k < R'I ~-k for (n - k) > H,  we obta in  
I<~k,W,d~J < cR~ -k  for ~ - k > H.  
Hence ,  
( ¢k, ¢ , )~ <_ M$C [R~ + " " + R] ~-k] < I~I$C f -~E - C6R~ -k. 
Final ly,  tak ing into account that  tc~n,kl = I<¢k,~n>sl/iiCkil 2, we get (6). | 
PROPOSITION 8. The following relations hold. 
(i) l imn--oo tlq~n - ~bnHs = O. 
(ii) l im,~_~ 11¢~11.o = ]lg(1/z)/H(O)ll~o . 
PROOF. 
(i) Tak ing norms in (4), 
rz--1 i 
k=0 
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Using (5) and (6) and the fact that 
+ ~ II¢,~-~ll.~ < r + ~c,  
it foIlows from (7), 
H 2 i: <_,+ 
j= l  j=H+I 
H 
Q [F+(~-j)~c] <- Z (,~ = j)~ 
j : l  
QRI~J + (~--_7 4 IF + (n -  j)2c], 
j=H+I  
1 2 withF=C~ and c=] [  I[,~, 
w i thQ:max{C 2 ,E  2}. . 
Hence, it is immediate to deduce (i). 
(ii) From (i), l im~oo llq~n- 'G~[[,o = 0, which implies limn~oo II@~l[#o = lim~,_~oc [l'~;~[],o. 
Then, applying Corollary 1, we get (ii). | 
4.  ASYMPTOTICS  
PROPOSITION 9. The sequence ~n(z ) / z  n is uniformly bounded on compact subsets of Iz[ > p 
with p = max{r0, rl}. 
PROOF. Let K be a compact subset of Iz] > p. Let r' be r = minz~K/z] and Rl be such 
that p < R1 < r. Since the sequence 'O~(z)/z ~ is uniformly bounded on compact subsets of 
Izl > p, let us consider a fixed integer no >_ 0 such that (E[n0/2] + 1) 2 < (r /R1) ~°/2 and take 
A@ = maXzcK{I@k(Z)/Zk]k=O ........ --1, I~k(Z)/Zklk>_O] . 
Then it follows from (4), for z C K, 
~ m ,  z~o-k z # Jz~o-kJ o -77-  + ~:0 < M + ~=0  ~~ 
Applying Proposition 7, we have that there exist E > 0 and an integer H >_ 0 such that 
I~n,kl < SG' -k /k  ' and I~,,,01 < SR~', for ~ - k > H. 
Therefore, if we also take into account (5), we get for z C K, 
Ebo/2] 
< k/ 1 + E ~ J  +/]I E Iz[r~o-# Iz[,,o-k 
k:no - U k= E[no/2l + t ;,,=0 
7tO 1 
C4 E R 1  ~-  ~1 
<51 1+ E k2r~o-, +M E k2r,~o_k +M E h.~,.,~o-k +M - -  / -nO 
k~rzo-- H k=E[no/2]+ l k=l  
r~o  - I I  - 1 no  - k 
<_ A.I i+  (no - H)Zr HA ÷ (E[no/2] ÷ l) 2 E 
k:E[.,o/2]+l 
+ ME 
k=0 
rzo--/~ 
< 3I 
< A.I 
A B -o Ebo/21 
1 + (no - H) 2 + (E[n0/2] + 1) 2 + C 
1 + (zbo /2 l  + 1)" + c 
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with A : HC4/ r  H, B = (Er/(r - l{l))(Rl/?') H+I ,  and C = E?'/(F - El). Then 
~ 
V 
Ca° (z) < 2tl [1 + 1)21 I ~no I (Ebo/2]+ 
with V = A + B + C, and therefore, 
<M 1+ , VzEK .  
Proceeding by induction, we obtain that 
¢,~o+~(z) < M H 1 + - -  vz  c K. 
z ,~°+p - (n0+p)2  , 
p=0 
Therefore, there exists L such that [¢~(z)/z~[ <_ L tbr every z c K and for every n _> 0. I 
Finally, we can prove the main theorem. 
THEOREm* 1. lira . . . .  ¢.~(z)/z n = H(1/z) / I I (O) uniformly on compact subsets of Izl > p. 
PROOF. From Proposit ion 3, it is clear that it suffices to prove that l im~_o~(¢n(z ) /z  ~ -
~,~(z)/z  ~) = 0 uniformly on compact subsets of Izl > p. 
Let K be a compact subset of Izt > p. Let r be r = min=eK Izl and R1 be such that p < R1 < r. 
Using (4) and Proposit ion 9, we have, for z E K,  
¢~_~(z) '0n(z) = ~ c~,k q~k(z )<L~]~,k ,  
Zn Z n -  k - -  7 -n - -  k " 
k=0 Zk k=O 
If we proceed in the same way as in Proposition 9 and take into account (5) and (6), we get 
n--i n -H- I  
r ~-~ < (n -  H) 2' ~ r " -~ < and 
k :n -g  k:S[n/2]+I (E[n/2] + 1) 2' 
E[n/2l ~/2 
E rn_--- T <C - -  
k=0 
For a fixed c > 0, if we take an integer N > 0 such that for n > N, it holds 
LA e LB  e 1 e 
(n -H)  2 < 3'  (E[n/2]+l) 2 < 5'  and LC - -  < 5' 
then the result is proved. II 
COROLLARY 2. For every e > 0 and n large enough, the zeros of Ca(z) are in Izl < p + e. 
PROOF. Taking into account Proposit ion 6 and applying a well-known result due to Cauchy 
concerning the boundedness of zeros of polynomials, we obtain that the zeros of the sequence {¢~ } 
are in the disk tzl < 1 + MS. Therefore, from Theorem 1, applying Hurwitz's Theorem (see [6]), 
we obtain the result. 1 
REMARK 1. If we consider the following weaker hypotheses: #0 a finite positive Borel measure 
and Izl a measure in the Szeg6's class with Szeg6 function having analytic extension up to Izl < 
1/r l  with 7' 1 < 1, we can obtain, proceeding is the same way ~ before, the strong asymptotics, 
for the Sobotev orthogonal polynomials, on compact subsets outside the unit disk. 
PROPOSITION 10. Under assumptions of Theorem 1: 
(i) lim~--,oc Ca(z) = 0 uniformly on compact subsets of Izl < l ;  
(ii) limn--.oo lea(z) I = [~(1/z)/YI(O)I uniformly for Izl = 1. 
PROOF. 
(i) Taking into account that Izl < 1 and proceeding in the same way ~ in Proposit ion 9, we 
obtain the result. 
(ii) It is straightforward from Theorem 1. I 
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